
CHINCHILLAS - UPDATE NOTES
A Note to Users All Versions are Year 2000 Compliant.

Version 2.51 (1/2/03)
•Fixed a password problem in the years & help file!
•Fixed an error with the demo!
•The location field now only pulls the dam’s location if it is a newborn (prevents accidentally updating old records when linking pedigree)!
•The sire now only looks up the animals number not all 4 bind values! (also fixed on many reports)
•Once software expires it now forces user to register.
•New _animal field only displays the appropriate bind value
•You can now double click on any of the files to open the database.
•Upgraded the engine to be Windows XP compliant, fixes several printing problems with older versions!

Version 2.50 (6/12/01)
•You can now use the unique animal number generated by the program, the tag number, record number OR alt identifier field to link pedigree information!!!!
•New Tabular interface for easier navigation
•New Report printouts give users more options (sort, date range, preview), print more accurately on more printers!
•Changed number incrementing routine for increased accuracy.
•Pedigree shows more generations!
•Location field was inverted on some printouts!
•removed unused layouts!
•new registration routine!
•Daily Check list now shows animals to be born & weaned for 3 days (yesterday, today & tommorrow).  They also now sort by location.!
•Added easy navigation to Dam & Sire records.
•Added Windows Support for new Windows versions Win 98, 2000, ME

Version 2.42 (4/5/99)
*The wrong pop-up list for the row & section on the find screen were corrected!

Version 2.40 (10/28/98)
*Evaluation of male breeder shows a summary of the female’s their breeding with!
*Added ability to separate sale list by status type.
*Corrected several help items to reflect databases current capabilities.
*Users can now easily change year letter preferences file to meet needs of their particular country.  US breeders should stick with the supplied US standard for
letters.
*Added “Pedigree” status to status list for animals that are in your database only to show the pedigree of one of the animal’s you own.

Version 2.34 (10/98)
*Corrected a location mistake that reversed the section and row number values.  Some versions may need to import section data into the row field and row field data
into the section field. This also corrects the subsequent sorting problem with this information.
*Added error checking to animal pedigree

Version 2.27 (8/15/98)
*Added ability to auto add an animal’s pedigree.  Particularly useful if adding pedigrees for
purchased animals.
*Corrected birthweight field to allow entry on general info screen.
*Integrated modern printing capabilities to input screens.

Version 2.26 (6/13/98)
*Corrected some minor bugs.
*Put links for upgrade of help file by downloading from website.
*Added some import options.

Version 2.25 (6/10/98)
*Changed Prefs file to allow distribution via CD-Rom

Version 2.23 (2/2/98)
*upgrade button now returns to main menu and sets the prefs file to open to the main menu.

Version 2.21 (2/2/98)
*Corrected a bug that was causing the program to expire when all animal records are deleted.
*Completed upgrade from 2.05-2.16 to 2.2X version
*Demo now upgradeable to full version
*Daily check sheets now print without the first record that says “Do Not Delete”
*First record that says “Do Not Delete” is no longer needed.
*Fixed minor splash screen bug
*Added the ability to add multiple offspring from the Dam & Sire evaluation screen by simply clicking into the scrollable list and adding a new one at the bottom of the
list.

Version 2.20 (1/9/98)
*Integrated Years file to allow breeders from other countries such as canada to specify their own year letter designations
*Integrated Prefs file to allow users to upgrade from the web site!

Version 2.15 (10/18/97)
*Demo version released

Version 2.14 (8/18/97)
*Corrected a bug that sometimes caused the program to stall at the splash screen.

Version 2.13 (3/12/97)
*Added Demo Version Capability.
*Corrected a minor bug preventing users from returning to main menu if print daily check list part I was cancelled.

Version 2.11 (3/7/97)
*Set the birth date field to align text right on the dam & sire evaluate screens.  Also removed the 2nd pelt avg field from the dam evaluation screen since it is not the
pelt average for just this year but for all years!

Version 2.10 (2/28/97)
*Evaluation printouts made to be collapseable
*New print scripts cause a minor bug on Windows platform where the page preview shows more pages than will really be printed, but the correct pages due print.
*Scrollable comments box

Version 2.09 (2/28/97)
*First version that doesn’t need Filemaker Pro to run, resulting in new price breaks.
*Added Quick/Custom/Preview Print to all print programming.
*Updated several print screens, & scripts to correct minor bugs inherent in engine change from version 1.x  and to represent new functionality available in newer
engine.

Version 2.06 (2/25/97)
*Corrected a bug that prevented using the evaluation print button with the new 2.0 file structure.
*Corrected a bug where the animal number & tag number fields were reversed on the find screen.
*Removed verify button from the pedigree screen (no longer needed in version 2 due to increased functionality of the program).
*Created new evaluation print screens.
*Added great grandparent information to evaluation sheet.
*Updated Print Options screens to reflect new printing capabilities.
*Added ability to print all breeder’s in evaluation with “print all” button.
*Added ability to sort print breeder’s evaluation selection list.
*Added first Quick/Custom Print scripts for evaluation printing.
*Ordered define fields in alphabetical order
*Added Quit button to the import screen.
*Option to upgrade from version 2.00 thru 2.05
*Added Location field to the evaluate screens & printouts
*Added Voilet-Carrier Color to animal color list and color suffix calc fields

Version 2.02 (1/18/97)
*Defaults to Upgrade when first opening the file.
*Option to upgrade from version 1.10 or 1.11
*Added upgrade field

Version 2.01 (12/18/96)
*Password button now changes passwords for all files
*New passwords added to assist users

Version 2.00 (12/17/95)
*Created new grandparent relationships and updated other “to animal” relationships to yield real links to parent,  grandparent and great grandparent records.
Non-chronological entry of information can now be achieved!!!  Updates to parents grandparents etc. instantly yield updates in all offspring animals.
*Modified some field formats to be calculation fields based on the new “to animal” relationships.  This yields real portalled information from related records &
reduces file size significantly.
*New relationships removed the need for grandparent award fields... they have been removed.  The information however is still displayed on the pedigree screen
through real links to related records.
*Removed the following fields used for calculating no of producing dams: Unique litters, zPrev Unique Litters, zPrev Producing Dams, zProducing Dams  AND
replaced with the following fields (zNumber of Offspring this year, zCurrent Year, zBirth Year, zCurrent Animals this year) to dynamically calculate offspring for the
year (added to breeder’s evaluation screen) & complete negatting chronological entry of animals
*Updated all screens to represent changes made to database format, including find screen.
*Removed litters/yr, sex no and unique litters fields from all layouts since they are based on chronological entry.  The no of litters/yr etc. can easily be obtained by
performing a find on the new database structure.  Version 2.1 may or may not re-incorporate these fields.
*Added Electronic help (removed old help screen).

8/13/96 (v1.21)
*Added Evaluation List
*Added Evaluation Screens for Dam & Sire
*Added “Number of Offspring” field

8/10/96 (v1.20)
*Made field lists Modifiable
*4 generations of geneology
*Added sex field to Evaluation Printout
*Password can now be updated with main menu button.
*Added Litter Size field to View List Screen
*Added Pelt Avg field

5/7/96
*Corrected View List Screen, Right Justification of Date, All Caps for Animal, Dam, Sire & Tag

4/30/96 (v1.15)
*Evaluation Printout now includes the “Sex” and “Showable” fields.  The “Color” field has been removed from the listing section of the printout since this info is also
part of the “Animal” field.
*View List screen now displays, Tag No and location fields.  The litter fields, were removed.  Animal, Dam & Sire fields display larger names.  Font size changed to
accomodate additions.
*”Bar”  & “Bar No” field added to Evaluation Screen & to the database.  “Bar No” field added to the total score.
*Two new Animal Card printout buttons added to Print Options screen that allow the user to print newborn animals or a custom selection of animals.

12/11/95
Updated health Info. field font size  to display properly on some PC’s.

11/25/95
Corrected Main Menu & Find Screen Graphic problem on some PC video cards.

Version 1.1 (10/11/95)

***Basics***
*27 New Data Fields
*Ability to rank animals
*Printouts expanded to include live sales, sale dates, improved evaluation, animal cards
*Improved interface and font correction
*Links installed for version 2.0
*Bugs from version 1.0 removed
*Newborn’s location is auto-entered when Dam is entered.
*Evaluation expanded to include Sires.
*Ability to overwrite Uniq Litters, Litters/yr.

Version 1.0 (4/1/95)
Version demo’d at National Show


